
1. Open the original fuel door. Using a ¼ drill bit, drill out the 2 rivets on the left side holding the original fuel door 
on. (Fig. 1)  
Note: you will be able to bolt, or rivet, the original door back on if you need to. 
 
2. There is a piece of double sided sponge tape holding the hinge to the body. You can pull hard to tear it or put a 
knife between the body and the hinge to cut it. Remove the original door. 
 
3. Remove the 2) T30 torx screws holding the shroud on. Now remove the bottom clip by pulling out the center pin 
and then remove the clip. (Fig.1) 
 
4. Move the shroud assembly to the left to expose the clip nut on the right. Remove the 6mm clip nut and replace it 
with the ¼-20 clip nut provided. Make sure the nut is lined up with the hole in the plastic.  
 
5. Remove the original black touch latch by reaching behind the body and pushing the 2 clips on the top and bottom 
of the latch which will allow it to come forward out of its pocket. 
 
6. Now reinstall the shroud by installing bottom plastic clip and the top 6mm torx screw. (Make sure the new clip you 
installed lines up with the hole in the body.) 
 
7. Now on the new door, install a nut then a washer on each of the 8-32 studs (these will be used for adjustments). 
Then put the ¼ x 1 allen head through the empty hole in the ring and slide the ¼ plastic spacer over the bolt.  If you 
purchased a non-locking door install the new touch latch and bracket in the cutout area at this time. 
 
8. Using an allen wrench in the ¼ x 1 bolt carefully place the door on the truck with the (2) 8-32 studs in the original 
door holes and the ¼ x1 bolt threaded into the clip you installed earlier. Do not tighten bolt at this time.(Fig.2) 
 

9. Center the door in the opening. Now using the (2) 8-32 nuts you installed earlier thread them in or out as needed 
to adjust the door to fit flush. Install the remaining 8-32 flat washers, tooth washers and nuts from the back side and 
tighten. Tighten the ¼ -20 x 1 bolt. (fig. 2) 
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